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1. Introduction 
Mbelime is a language in the Gur family. It is spoken in the Atakora region of northern Benin, in the 
Cobly Commune, and in five villages in the Boukombe Commune (Lewis 2009). According to a 1998 
language survey, the Mbelime spoken in the Korontière region, in the south, could be difficult for 
Mbelime speakers in the north to understand. Other variations in pronunciation were not reported to 
cause major difficulties in comprehension, and were generally attributed to the mixing of neighboring 
languages with Mbelime. While there was no clear consensus on where “pure” Mbelime was spoken, 
the most overlap of opinions on this matter occurred around Kountori village (Hatfield & McHenry 
1998). With this in mind, the present study was conducted with language consultants from Kountori1. 

The language data in this study was primarily collected from Nambima Marie, who is 
approximately 29 years old. Additional language consultants who provided language data were 
Nambima Julienne, who is approximately 21 years old, and Sanwekoua Esaïe, who is approximately 28 
years old. I worked with SIL Togo-Benin branch as a linguistic researcher from May 2010 to June 2011 
and collected the data between September 2010 and June 2011 during my stay in Cobly, Benin. The 
corpus of data consists of 929 nouns, including 375 simple nouns. 

Mbelime nouns may consist of simple noun roots; noun stems derived from verbs, adjectives and 
stative verbs; compound nouns; and reduplicated noun stems. There is a noun class system, according to 
which all nouns take class suffixes. Nouns are also preceded by preposed class markers2, except in 
negative or possessive constructions. In total, there are fifteen noun classes, which are presented in the 
table below. 

Table 1: Preposed noun class markers and noun class suffixes 

Singular Plural 

CL 1 ū -ɔ ̀ CL 2 bɛ ̄ -bɛ ̀

CL 3 dī -dè CL 4 ā -ɛ ̀

CL 5 fɛ ̄ -fɛ ̀ CL 6 ī -í 

CL 7 kɛ ̄ -kɛ ̀ CL 8 sī -sí 

CL 9 ū -hũ ̀ CL 10 tī -tè 

CL 11 ū -ú CL 6 ī -í 

CL 12 ū -bù CL 4 ā -nɛ ̀

 CL 13  m̄  -mú 

 CL 14  m̄  -mɛ ̀

 CL 15  m̄  -nɛ ̀

 
The three underlying tone levels in Mbelime are high, mid and low. These underlying tone levels 

combine to form six underlying tone melodies on noun roots, which I will refer to by their surface 
representations: L, M, H, S (super high), ML, and LH. The precise natures of the melodies I refer to as 
H and S in underlying form are not yet clear, and are subjects in need of further study. 

Important tonal processes include automatic downstep, high tone raising, and low tone spreading. 

                                           
1 However, the primary language consultant has been living in Cobly since August of 2005, but frequently visits 
Kountori. 
2 Following the terminology suggested by Jacques Nicole in “Noun Classes in the Gur Languages”, translated by 
Alison Winton from the original French work: Nicole, Jacques. 1999. Les classes nominales dans les langues voltaïques - 
Esquisse d'un cadre de description. Lomé, Togo: SIL. 
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Transcriptions in this work are phonetic. For easier visibility, bi-moraic syllables are transcribed 
with a single bar notation, tone letter or diacritic. Where diacritics are used, super high tones are 
transcribed  .̋ 

2. Syllable profile of noun roots 
Mbelime noun roots have the syllable profiles CV, CVV, CVN, CVC, CVCV and CVNCV. CVV roots 
consist of either long vowels or diphthongs. The disyllabic profiles CVCV and CVNCV are a result of 
epenthesis, which is shown in (3). 

(1) Syllable Profile  Example  Gloss 

CV   fɛ ̄sɛ-̄fɛ ̀  ‘snake’ 

CVV   kɛ ̄nɔː̀-kɛ ̀  ‘foot’ 

    kɛ ̄nűɔ-kɛ ̀  ‘okra’    

CVN   dī he᷆n-dè  ‘egg’ 

CVC   dī kɔď-dè  ‘bag’ 

CVCV   dī cìkí-dè  ‘group’ 

CVNCV   di ̄k͡pɛǹti-̀dè  ‘laterite’ 

The only closed syllables that are permitted are the following: 
− the coda dddd followed by an onset d d d d (see ‘bag’ above) 
− a nasal coda identical in place to the following onset (see ‘egg’ above) 

Otherwise, consonant clusters are avoided and ameliorated in the following ways: 
− Aside from dddd and nasals (see Appendix A), when a coda is identical to the following onset, the 

two underlying consonants are realized as a single consonant. 

(2) Consonant Simplification 

/kɛ dek-kɛ/  kɛ ̄deḱɛ ̀  ‘bat’ 

/si dek-si/  sī dékísí  ‘bats’ 

/kɛ nɔː-kɛ/  kɛ ̄nɔ̀ː kɛ ̀  ‘foot’ 

/si nɔː-si/  sī nɔ̀ː sí   ‘feet’ 

− When a C-final noun root is followed by a CV noun class suffix, and the resulting adjacent 
consonants are not identical, a vowel is epenthesized between the root and the suffix. 

(3) Epenthesis 

/di het-de/  dī hètìdè  ‘name’ 

/a het-ɛ/   ā hìetɛ ̀  ‘names’ 

− Nasals assimilate to the place of the following consonant. In the example below, /n/n/n/n/ is realized 
as ŋŋŋŋ before kkkk in the singular form of ‘calabash’. 

(4) Nasal Assimilation 

/kɛ wan-kɛ/  kɛ ̄waŋ́kɛ ̀  ‘calabash’ 

/si wan-si/  sì wánsí  ‘calabashes’ 

 Vowel coalescence occurs between V-final noun roots and -V suffixes. 
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(5) Vowel Coalescence 

/a tuo-ɛ/   ā te᷆  ‘mortars’ 

/di tuo-de/  dī tūodè ‘mortar’ 

In CVN or CVC noun roots followed by -V suffixes, root vowels are elongated or diphthongized.3 

(6) Diphthongization/Elongation 

/a het-ɛ/   ā hìetɛ ̀ ‘names’ 

/di het-de/  dī hètìdè ‘name’ 

/a nun-ɛ/   ā nùːnɛ ̀ ‘knees’ 

/di nun-de/  dī nùndè ‘knee’ 

3. Morphologically simple nouns 
There are six underlying tone melodies on the simplest nouns, which consist of a single noun root with 
a noun class suffix, and, in isolation, a preposed class marker. All preposed class markers are mid-
toned. All suffixes shown in the table below are low-toned. 

Table 2: Tone melodies of noun roots with low noun class suffixes 

UF Surface 
Melody 

CV CVV CVN CVC Disyllabic 
Surface 
Melody 

CVCV CVNCV 

L 

����� 

fɛ ti-fɛ 
‘mouse’ 

di taː-de 
‘leg’ 

di nin-de 
‘tooth’ 

di tɛd-de 
‘toad’ 

������ 

di heti-de 
‘name’ 

di faŋki-de 
‘pig’ 

M 

����� 

fɛ je-fɛ 
‘duck’ 

di seː-de 
‘household’ 

di k͡pan-de 
‘spear’ 

di tad-de 
‘mountain’ 

������ 

di besi-de 
‘breast’ 

kɛ lanti-kɛ 
‘whippoor- 

will’ 

H 

����� 

ti bɔ-te 
‘brain’ 

u koː-hũ 
‘clan’ 

di dɛn-de 
‘tongue’ 

di bod-de 

‘place’ 
������ 

fɛ sudi-fɛ 
‘navel’ 

di ponti-de 
‘palm date’ 

S 

����� 

fɛ bɛ-fɛ 
‘flea’ 

di miɛ-de 
‘nose’ 

di nun-de 
‘knee’ 

di tad-de 
‘rock’ 

������ 

ti wɛki-te 
‘tree bark’ 

GAP 

ML 

����� 

GAP di nuɔ-de 
‘yam’ 

di hen-de 
‘egg’ 

di tod-de 
‘baobab 
tree fruit’ ������ 

fɛ hudi-fɛ 
‘kind of 
lizard’ 

GAP 

LH 

��	
� 

GAP di woː-de 
‘cola’ 

di pin-de 
‘kind of 
nut’ 

di kɔd-de 
‘bag’ 

����
� 

di ciki-de 
‘group’ 

di deŋki-de 
‘glass bottle’ 

In the next table, noun roots with singular forms in a noun class that has a low suffix are juxtaposed 
with their plural forms in a noun class that has a high suffix. On the righthand side of the table, 
examples of disyllabic surface melodies with high suffixes are juxtaposed with their singular forms that 
have low suffixes. 

 
 
 
 
                                           

3 For more details on the morphophonological processes that occur in the various noun classes, see Neukom (2005). 
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Table 3: Simple nouns with singular forms with low suffixes and plural forms with high suffixes 

UF CVV Surface Melody 
with Low Suffix 

CVV Surface Melody 
with High Suffix 

Surface Melody with 
Low Suffix 

Disyllabic Surface Melody 
with High Suffix 

L 

����� 

kɛ duɔ-kɛ 
‘hand’ 

����� 

si duɔ-si 
‘hands’ 

����� 

kɛ bo-kɛ 

‘small 

gourd’ 
������ 

si boki-si 
‘small 
gourds’ 

M 

����� 

kɛ buo-kɛ 
‘dog’ 

����� 

si buo-si 
‘dogs’ 

������ 

kɛ lanti-kɛ 

‘whippoor-

will’ 
������ 

si-lanti-si 

‘whippoor-

wills’ 

H 

����� 

kɛ pa:-kɛ 
‘fish’ 

����� 

si pa:-si 
‘fish (pl)’ 

������ 

kɛ pibi-kɛ 

‘poultry hut’ 
������ 

si pibi-si 

‘poultry huts’ 

S 

����� 

kɛ miɛ-kɛ 
‘ant’ 

����� 

si miɛ-si 
‘ants’ 

������ 

n sɛɖi-mu 
‘cold’ 

ML 

����� 

kɛ kɔ:-kɛ 

‘squirrel 
����� 

si kɔ:-si 
‘squirrels’ 

GAP 

LH 

��	
� 

kɛ pã:-kɛ 

‘fog’ 
��	�� 

si pã:-si 
‘fogs’ 

N/A 

GAP 

The following table shows the surface melodies of vowel-final noun roots coalesced with vowel-
initial suffixes. 

Table 4: Surface tone melodies on noun roots coalesced with class suffixes 

Root Tone 
Non-Coalesced 

Form 
Coalesced Root  
+ -ɛ ̀Suffix 

Non-Coalesced 
Form 

Coalesced Root  
+ H Suffix 

 Class 
Suffix 

L ����� 

di nuɔ-de 
‘mouth’ 

���� 

a nɛ 
‘mouths’ 

������ 

i kɛ-hiɛ̃t̃-i4 

‘small shards’ 

��	� 

i kiɛ 
‘shard’ 

-í 

M ����� 

di daː-de 
‘day’ 

���� 

a da 
‘days’ 

������ 

u dɔ-hiɛ̃t̃-u 
‘small wood’ 

���� 

u dɔ 
‘wood’ 

-ú 

 
 

                                           
4 The second root in this compound and the one directly below it in Table 4 is the stative verb 'be small', which is 
realized super-high in its simple nominalized form. See sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 for explanations of L melody noun roots 
realized mid-falling in the leftmost position of compound nouns and low tone spreading from L melody noun roots onto S 
melody noun roots in compound nouns with high class suffixes. 
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H 
������ 

u tɔ-k͡piɛm-ɔ5 
‘grandfather’ 

���� 

u tɔ 
‘father’ 

������ 

u pie-paːn-u 
‘new side’ 

���� 

u pie 
‘side’ 

-ú 

S ����� 

di mie-de 
‘nose’ 

���� 

a me 
‘noses’ 

����� 

fɛ bɛ-fɛ 
‘flea’ 

���� 

i biɛ 
‘fleas’ 

-í 

ML ����� 

di bɔː-de 
‘granary’ 

���� 

a bɛ 
‘granaries’ 

N/A GAP  

LH ��	
� 

di woː-de 
‘cola’ 

��	� 

a weː 
‘cola’ 

N/A GAP  

We now look at several examples from these tables whose underlying forms may not be 
immediately apparent given their surface forms. 

3.1 Noun class suffixes 

Tabe 2 shows that suffixes such as -de are always low when nouns are isolated. However, in certain 
noun phrases, they bear a mid tone (see section 5). This being the case, one possibility to consider is 
that these suffixes are actually toneless, and are assigned a low tone by default. These suffixes, in 
classes 1-5, 7, 9, 10, 12, 14 and 15, all behave in the same way. 

In Table 3, the behavior of high suffixes is contrasted with that of surface low suffixes. Following a 
noun root melody that contains a low tone (e.g. ‘hands’, ‘small gourds’, ‘fogs’), high suffixes are 
automatically downstepped. High suffixes in classes 6, 8, 11 and 13 all behave in the same way. For 
some reason, high suffixes following S melody noun roots are realized super high, while the said noun 
roots are realized at high tone height (see ‘ants’ and ‘cold’). The answer to this puzzle probably lies in 
the nature of S melody versus H melody morphemes (see section 3.5). 

3.2 LH melody 

The complex LH melody is realized with its high tone automatically downstepped. In the transcriptions 
above, the high tone is lower than the mid tone of the preposed class marker. An example from Table 3 
is repeated here. 

                                           
5 The second root in this compound is the verb 'to grow', which, when nominalized, is realized high and means 'the 
old man' or 'the one responsible for the group'. 
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(7) LH melody + low suffix 

  ��     	      
� 

  kɛ pã:-kɛ 
  ‘fog’ 

 In fact, automatically downstepped high tones are also commonly realized at the same height as a 
preceding mid tone. However, especially in the case of LH melody nouns with low suffixes, in 
anticipation of the following low tone, speakers may not actually reach the peak of the phonetic target 
of the high tone on the noun root. The reason I have identified the melody as LH rather than LM is that 
it its final tone is realized at the same height as a high-toned suffix - as in ‘fogs’ in Table 3, repeated 
below - or another high-toned morpheme that follows it. 

(8) LH melody + high suffix 

  ��   	       �� 

  si pã:-si 

  ‘fogs’ 

3.3 H melody on disyllabic noun roots 

The H melody is realized low on the second syllable of the CVCV root ‘navel’, repeated here from 
Table 2. 

(9) H melody on CVCV root + low suffix 

  ��   �    �   �� 

   fɛ suɖi-fɛ 

   ‘navel’ 

This realization is representative of CVCV roots followed by low-toned suffixes, in isolation and 
phrase-finally, except when preceded by an S melody word. Elsewhere—when these noun roots are 
phrase-medial, or followed by a high suffix, or phrase-final but directly preceded by an S melody 
word— the second syllable of the root is realized at the same high height as the first syllable. An 
example from Table 3 is repeated below. 

(10) H melody on CVCV root + high suffix 

 ��   �   �     �� 

  si pibi-si 

 ‘poultry huts’ 

This alternation may have something to do with stress or phonological phrasing, as well as probable 
tonelessness of epenthetic vowels (recall that in simple CVCV noun stems, the second vowel is 
epenthetic). Mbelime speakers only recognize the difference in pronunciation when it is repeatedly 
pointed out to them. 

In contrast, the H melody on the CVNCV noun root is always realized low on the second syllable 
of the root. 
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(11) H melody on CVNCV noun roots 

        � �       �      �   �� ��   �      �    �� 

 kɛ  ponti-kɛ si ponti-si 

 ‘small palm date’ ‘small palm dates’ 
It could be that the syllable profile CVNCV, which is not extremely common, and which is the 

heaviest type of syllable profile possible for a noun root, has some kind of depressing effect on surface 
tone. In my corpus of data, there are only two simple nouns with the combination of this syllable profile 
and root tone melody. 

3.4 S melody on disyllabic noun roots 

The S melody is transcribed on the CVCV root ‘tree bark’ - in Table 2, repeated here below - as high 
on the first syllable and super high on the second syllable. 

(12) S melody on CVCV root 

� �   �     �    �� 

  ti wɛki-te 
  ‘tree bark’ 

However, S melody CVCV roots can also be pronounced with both syllables at a super high height. 
Mbelime speakers have difficulty hearing a difference between the two pronunciations. The first 
pronunciation may be due to phonetic peak delay. 

3.5 H melody versus S melody 

Given that there is such a limited number of tone melodies, and that Mbelime verb roots show 
alternations in different aspects between surface mid tones and high tones as well as between surface 
high tones and super high tones, it seems unlikely that there are actually four contrastive tone levels. 
Therefore, the question is whether between the H melody and S melody, one of the melodies is a simple 
high tone and the other is made up of more than one underlying tone. 

Examples of alternations with high tones in verb roots are shown below. It appears that ----si  and ----ɔ  
may be analyzed as aspectual suffixes; however, it is not for certain that they are respectively high-
toned and low-toned in underlying form (see Melick 2012 for tone analysis of Mbelime verbs). 
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(13) Verb stem mid/high alternation 

   �� �        �� ��   �             �� 

  m  bɛn-si m  bɛmm-ɔ 
  1SG learn:IPF 1SG learn:PF 
  ‘I am learning’ ‘I learned’ 
 

(14) Verb stem super high/high alternation 

  ��   �        �� ��   �        �� 

  n niɛd-ɔ n niɛd-ɔ 
  1SG swallow:IPF 1SG swallow:PF 

 ‘I am swallowing.’ ‘I swallowed.’ 

On the one hand, the H melody could be a raised mid tone or a lowered high tone. On the other 
hand, the S melody could be a raised high tone. 

If the H melody were a raised mid tone, one could hypothesize based on the perfective form in 
example (13) that the low-toned suffix -ɔ ̀causes the mid tone of the verb root to be upstepped. 
However, in nouns, M melody roots are always mid, even before low suffixes (see Table 2). 
Furthermore, H melody roots are always high, even before high suffixes (see Table 3). Alternatively, if 
a floating low tone were responsible for raising a preceding mid tone, one would expect a following mid 
tone to be downstepped. Similarly, if a mid tone were raised due to a floating high tone to the left of it, 
one would expect consecutive H melody morphemes to be upstepped. However, neither of these effects 
occur in compound nouns (see section 4.2). 

If the H melody were a downstepped high tone - consisting of a high tone with a floating low tone 
to the left of it - one would expect consecutive H melody morphemes to downstepped relative to one 
another. However, this does not happen in compound nouns either (see section 4.2). 

If the S melody were a raised (or non-downstepped) high tone – consisting of a high tone with a 
floating low tone to the right of it – one would expect the floating low tone to cause subsequent tones to 
be downstepped. But in fact, consecutive S melody morphemes are often successively raised relative to 
one another (see also section 4.2.2), and H melody morphemes are realized at the same height after an S 
melody morpheme as before that morpheme. 

(15) HSSH sequence 

  �  �     �         �  �    �   �         �      �      �� 

 /M/ /H/-  /S/- /S/-  /H/-    /L/ 
 kɛ waŋ-hɛti-pɛkim-buosi-kɛ 
 CL7 calabash-small-full-wet-CL7 
 ‘small full wet calabash’ 

 Alternatively, if S melody morphemes were high tones upstepped because of a floating high tone 
to the left of them, one would expect the final H melody morpheme in the example above to be realized 
either at the same height as the S melody morphemes preceding it, or, if it were downstepped, at the 
same height as the first S melody morpheme. Instead, the second H melody morpheme is realized at the 
same height as the first H melody morpheme. Thus, analyzing this phenomenon as upstep would point 
towards a four toneme system, which seems improbable. 

Furthermore, this S melody morpheme raising effect occurs across word boundaries, but not 
always. Consider the difference between the verb phrases below, differing only in that in the second one 
the noun has a normally high suffix. 
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(16) S melody raising across word boundary 

  ��   � �              �        �� 

 /M/ /H/ /S/ /S/- /L/ 
 a hã buo miɛ-kɛ 
 2SG NEG look:IPF ant-CL7 
 ‘You are not looking at the ant.’ 

(17) No S melody raising across word boundary 

  ��   �    �              �       �� 

 /M/ /H/ /S/ /S/-/H/ 
 a hã buo miɛ-si 
 2SG NEG look:IPF ant-CL7 
 ‘You are not looking at the ants.’ 

Another significant piece of data from simple nouns which informs this discussion is that when an 
S melody noun root coalesces with a low-toned suffix, the noun stem is realized at a high tone height. 

(18) Coalescence of S melody noun root with low suffix 

  �  �             �       �� ��    �� 

 dī  mie-de a  me 
 CL3 nose-CL3 CL4 nose-CL4 
 ‘nose’ ‘noses 

In this case, it looks as though the super high tone is lowered as a result of the influence of the low 
tone. Within the framework of Register Tier Theory (Snider 1999), it could be that an L register feature 
has delinked the noun stem from the H register feature of the noun root, effectively lowering the super 
high tone to a height that is lower than a super high tone but higher than a mid tone (which would have 
an H register feature and an L tone feature). But if this were the case in noun roots, and H melody 
nouns were actually the complex melody /HL/, especially since most noun roots are bi-moraic, and HL 
contours appear elsewhere in the language, why would /HL/ noun roots not simply be realized with HL 
contours? 

In conclusion, the underlying nature of the H melody viz à viz the S melody is a perplexing subject 
that merits further investigation. 

4. Morphologically complex nouns 
4.1 Nominalized verbs 

Nominalized verbs include dynamic verbs and stative verbs. Dynamic verbs are inflected for three 
aspects: neutral, perfective and imperfective.6 Stative verbs are not inflected for aspect. 

4.1.1 Nominalized dynamic verbs 

Nominalized dynamic verb stems show the following surface tone melodies: L, M, H, HL, S, ML, 
MLM, LH, MH. The MLM and MH surface melodies are not found on simple noun stems. Based on the 
behavior of nominalized stative verbs (see section 4.1.2), it is not clear whether nominalized dynamic 
verbs with the surface melody HL are similar in underlying form to H melody noun roots (section 3.3). 

                                           
6 For more details on the grammar of verbs, see Neukom 2005 and Melick 2012 
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Noun class 14 markers can often be added to what usually seems to be the neutral aspect form of 
the verb – at least, regarding the verb root tone - to render the meaning: ‘X-ing’ or ‘the practice of X-
ing’. I have a few examples of nominalized verbs in noun class 10 that also have this meaning. 
Similarly, noun class 1/2 markers can often be added to the neutral aspect form of a verb to agentivize 
it, rendering the meaning: ‘X-er’. 

For easier visual comparison between nominal and verbal forms, I have omitted the preposed class 
markers of the nominal forms in the tables within this section. 

 

Table 5: Surface melodies of nominalized verbs in noun classes 1/2 and 14, compared with surface 
melodies in neutral aspect form of corresponding verbs 

Stem Tone Noun Gloss Nominal Verb Gloss Neutral 

‘going out’ dedi-mɛ ˩.˩.˩ ‘go out’ dedi ˩.˩ 

‘lighting up’ tom-mɛ ˩.˩ ‘light up’ toni ˩.˩ L 

‘weariness’ hɔt̃i-mɛ ˩.˩.˩ ‘tire’ hɔt̃i ˩.˩ 

‘eating’ deː-mɛ ˧.˩ ‘eat’ de ˧ 

‘animal 
miscarriage’ 

fɔ̃ː -mɛ ˧.˩ ‘miscarry’ fɔ ̃ ˧ 

‘giving’ paː-mɛ ˧.˩ ‘give’ pa ˧ 

M 

‘drinking’ jãː-mɛ ˧.˩ ‘drink’ yã ˧ 

‘roughcasting’ biːti-mɛ ˦.˩.˩ 

biːt-ɔ ˦.˩ 
‘roughcaster’ 

biːti-bɛ ˦.˩.˩ 

‘roughcast’ biːti ˦.˩ 

‘question’ bekisi-fɛ ˦.˩.˩.˩ ‘ask’ bekisi ˦.˩.˩ 

HL 

‘stuttering’ dɔːdi-mɛ ˦.˩.˩ ‘stutter’ dɔːdi ˦.˩ 

‘sweeping’ fɛːti-mɛ 

‘sweepers’ fɛːti-bɛ 
˦.˥.˩ 

‘sweeper’ fɛːt-ɔ ˦.˥˩ 

‘sweep’ fɛːta ˦.˥ 

‘looking’ boːti-mɛ ˦.˥.˩ ‘look’ boːta ˦.˥ 

‘preparing’ benni-mɛ ˦.˥.˩ ‘prepare’ benna ˦.˥ 

S 

‘swallowing’ niɛdi-mɛ ˦.˥.˩ ‘swallow’ niɛdi ˦.˥ 
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‘sacrifice’ juɔsi-de ˧˩.˩.˩ 

‘sacrificers’ juɔsi-bɛ ˧˩.˩.˩ 

‘sacrificer’ juɔs-ɔ ˧˩.˩ 

‘sacrifice/fix’ juɔsi ˧˩.˩ 

‘authorization’ cɔːsi-mɛ ˧˩.˩.˩ ‘authorize’ cɔːsi ˧˩.˩ 

‘swimming’ bunti-mɛ ˧˩.˩.˩ 

‘swimmers’ bunt-ɔ ˧˩.˩ 

‘swimmer’ bunti-bɛ ˧˩.˩.˩ 

‘play in 
water’ 

bunti ˧˩.˩ 

‘caretakers’ simmi-bɛ ˧˩.˩.˩ 

ML 

‘caretaker’ simm-ɔ ˧˩.˩ 
‘look after’ simmu ˧˩.˩ 

‘requesting’ cuɔhĩ-mɛ ˧˩.˨.˩ ‘request’ cuɔhĩ ˧˩.˨ 

‘crushing’ naːm-mɛ 

‘crushers’ naːm-bɛ 
˧˩ ˨.˩ 

‘crusher’ naːm-ɔ ˧˩.˨˩ 

‘crush’ naːmu ˧˩.˨ 

‘waiting’ banti-mɛ 

banti-bɛ 
˧˩.˨.˩ 

‘watchman’ 
bant-ɔ ˧˩.˨˩ 

‘wait’ banta ˧˩.˨ 

 
MLM 

‘splitting 
wood’ 

hakiti-mɛ ˧.˩.˨.˩ ‘split wood’ hakita ˧.˩.˨ 

‘drying’ denni-mɛ ˧.˦.˩ ‘dry’ denna ˧.˦ 

‘giving birth’ peːti-mɛ 

‘birth givers’ peːti-bɛ 
˧.˦.˩ 

‘birth giver’ peːt-ɔ ˧.˦˩ 

‘give birth’ peːta ˧.˦ 

‘opening’ bɛkiti-mɛ ˧.˧.˦.˩ ‘open’ bɛkita ˧.˧.˦ 

‘judge’ buːn-ɔ ˧.˦˩ 

‘judges’ buːm-bɛ 

MH 

‘judging’ buːm-mɛ 
˧˦.˩ 

‘judge’ buːni ˧.˦ 

Other nouns derived from verbs in various noun classes have meanings such as ‘That which one 
uses to do X’, ‘The object of X’, ‘That which (non-human) often does X’, ‘The location where we do 
X’, and ‘The practice/occurrence/process of X’. The surface melodies of these nominalized verbs can 
differ from that of the neutral aspect form of the verb. Alternations between these nominalized verbs 
and the neutral aspect forms of the verbs include: L vs. MLM/MLL, H vs. M, HH vs. MH (one 
example), H vs. HS (one example), LH vs. MLM (one example). (It should be noted that there are also 
instances where these nouns do correspond to the neutral aspect forms of the verbs: L/L, M/M, H/H 
(one example), S/S, HL/HL, MH/MH.) The alternation between L and MLM resembles that of the 
alternation between simple L noun stems that become ML when they are in the position of the leftmost 
root of a compound noun (see section 4.2.1). This leads to the question of whether these verbs are 
actually /L/. 
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Table 6: Surface melodies of nominalized verbs in various noun classes other than classes 1/2 and 14, 
compared with surface melodies of corresponding verbs 

Meaning 
Derived 

from Verb 
Nominalized Verb  

Neutral 
Tone 

Verb 
Gloss 

Neutral Perfective 
Imperfect-

ive 

‘millstone’ naː˩-de˩ L MLM ‘crush’ naː˧˩mu˨ na˩mɔ˨˩ na˧˩mɔ˩ 

‘sieve’ caː˦-kɛ˩ H HS ‘sieve’ caː˦ta˥ caː˥tɔ˩ caː˦ki˥ 

‘stake’ k͡pa˦hi˥ S S ‘stake’ k͡paː˦hi˥ k͡paː˥hɔ˩ k͡paː˦hɔ˩ 

‘seat’ hãd˩˧de˩ LH MLM ‘sit’ hãd˧˩di˨ hãd˩dɔ˩ hãd˧˩dɔ˨ 

‘That 
which one 
uses to do 

X’ 

‘bed’ dɔː˦-de˩ H H ‘sleep’ dua˦ dua˦˩ dua˦ 

‘package’ toː˦-de˩ H M 
‘carry (on 
head)’ 

to˧ toː˦˩ toː˧si˦ ‘The object 
of X’ 

‘food’ deː˧-te˩ M M 

‘The 
location 
where we 
do X’ 

‘eating 

place’ 
deː˦-de˩ H M 

‘eat’ de˧ deː˦˩ yo˧mu˩ 

‘That 
which does 

X’ 
‘cat’ nɔn˧ti˦-kɛ˩ MH MH 

‘walk 

softly’ 
nɔn˧ta˦ nɔn˦tɔ˩ nɔn˧˩dɔ˩ 

‘fatigue’ hũɔt̃˩-u˧ L L ‘tire’ hɔ̃˩ ti˩ hɔ̃˩ tɔ˨˩ hũɔ̃˧ ˩tɔ˩ ‘The result 
of X’ 

‘joy’ wɛː˩-de˩ L MLL ‘rejoice’ wɛː˧˩mu˩ wɛː˩mɔ˩ wɛː˧˩mu˨ 

‘laugh’ da˦si˦-te˩ HH MH ‘laugh’ daː˧si˦ daː˦sɔ˩ daː˧si˦ ‘The 
occurrence/
action of 

X’ 
‘discussion’ gn˦ti˩-kɛ˩ HL HLL ‘discuss’ gːn˦˩ti˩ gːn˥ti˩ gːn˦ti˥ 

Taking these facts into consideration, and that Melick (2012:25-26) posits verbs in the neutral 
aspect as having varying tonal suffixes, it could be that nominalized verbs in classes 14 and 1/2 often 
take the entire neutral aspect verb melody, including any tonal suffixes, while other nominalized verbs 
in various other noun classes may or may not have any tonal suffixes in addition to the underlying 
melody of the verb root. If this is true, it would make sense that /L/ verbs would often remain MLM 
(/L/-/M/) or MLL (/L/-/L/) when nominalized in classes 1/2 and 14, but would be realized simply as L 
in other cases – in classes 1/2 and 14, the noun stem is often complex, which would by default result in 
a /L/ morpheme being realized as ML in the leftmost position of a complex noun stem. 

Notice that the low-toned noun stems  in the examples below have reduced segmental forms, which 
may also be suggestive of their lack of verbal suffixes. 
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Table 7: Examples of alternations between ML and L in verb roots 

Nominalized verbs 
in noun class 14 

Nominalized verbs 
in other noun classes 

Verb in neutral aspect 

‘requesting’ cuɔhĩ-mɛ ˧˩.˨.˩ ‘request’ cɔhĩ-de ˩.˩.˩ ‘request’ cuɔhĩ ˧˩.˨ 

‘crushing’ naːm-mɛ ˧˩ ˨.˩ ‘millstone
’ 

naː-de ˩.˩ ‘crush’ naːmu ˧˩.˨ 

‘pulling’ hatti-mɛ ˧˩.˨.˩ ‘boat’ hãti-bu ˩.˩.˩ ‘pull 
(oars)’ 

hatta ˧˩.˨ 

‘disappearing’ jɛd̃di-mɛ ˧˩.˨.˩ ‘leech’ jɛd̃-de ˩.˩ ‘disappear’ jɛd̃di ˧˩.˨ 

In addition, I have a few examples of nominalized verbs in class 14 that have two alternate 
pronunciations.  

Table 8: Nominalized verbs in noun class 14 with two possible surface melodies 

CL14 nominalized verb Verb 
Gloss 

Neutral Perfective Imperfective 

˩.˩.˩ ‘raising 
animals’ 

jaki-mɛ 

˧˩.˨.˩ 

‘raise 
animals’ 

jaki ˧˩.˨ jakɔ ˩.˧˩ jakɔ ˧˩.˩ 

cɔki-mɛ ˩.˩.˩ ‘food 
preparation’ 

cɔki-mɛ ˧˩.˨.˩ 

‘prepare 
food’ 

cɔki ˧˩.˨ cɔkɔ ˩.˧˩ cɔkiti ˧.˩.˨ 

soɖi-mɛ ˩.˩.˩ ‘washing 
oneself’ 

suoɖi-mɛ ˧˩.˨.˩ 

‘wash 
oneself’ 

suodi ˧˩.˨ sodɔ ˩.˧˩ suodɔ ˧˩.˩ 

piti-mɛ ˩.˩.˩ ‘scattering 
seeds’ 

piːti-mɛ ˧˩.˨.˩ 

‘scatter 
seeds’ 

piːti ˧˩.˨ pitɔ ˩.˧˩ piːtɔ ˧˩.˩ 

My language consultant says that regarding the bottom two examples in the table above, ‘washing 
oneself’ and ‘scattering seeds’, both tonal forms of each respective noun mean the same thing. 
However, in the first two examples in the table above, ‘raising animals’ and ‘food preparation’, the L 
form must be used in a compound noun, and it seems that the MLM form is used in adjuncts. These are 
shown in example phrases in (19)-(22) below. 

(19) n˧ tɔ˦˩ bo˧ m˧ wan˧-ja˩ki˩-mɛ˩ 
my father is CL14 animal-raise-CL14 
‘My father raises animals’ 

 

(20) m˧ ja˧˩ki˧-mɛ˩ hin˧˩ni˧ u˩ te˩tɔ˩ di˧ faː˩˧-de˩ 
CL14 raise-CL14 in 3SG have:PF CL3 rich-CL3 
‘In raising animals, he has become rich.’ 

 

(21) u˩ bo˧ m˧ cɛ˧-cɔ˩ki˩-mɛ˩ 
3SG is CL14 pâte-prepare-CL4 
‘He does the cooking.’ 
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(22) m˧ cɔ˧˩ki˧-mɛ˩ hin˧˩ni˧ u˩ te˩tɔ˩ i˧ de˦kit˦-i˥ 
CL14 prepare-CL14 in 3SG have:PF CL6 money-CL6 
‘In cooking, he has earned money.’ 

4.1.2 Nominalized stative verbs 

Noinalized stative verbs show most of the same surface melodies as nominalized dynamic verbs. 
However, instead of an HL surface melody (see Table 5) on disyllabic noun stems, all of the disyllabic 
nominalized stative verbs in my corpus of data are realized with a high tone on both syllables (there is 
also one example of a dynamic verb showing this behavior in Table 6 – ‘laugh’). 

Table 9: Tone melodies on nominalized stative verbs 

Noun Melody Attribute Nominal Form Stative Verb 

‘young’ paːn-ɔ ˩.˩ paːni ˩.˩ L 

‘dumb’ diɛ-te ˩.˩ diɛni ˧˩.˧ 

‘thin’ pɛ̃ː -hũ ˧.˩ pɛ ̃ ˧ M 

‘mischievous’ hiɛ̃ñ-te ˧.˩ hiɛ̃ñi ˧.˧ 

‘heavy’ kusi-hũ ˦.˦.˩ kusi ˦.˩ 

‘red’ mɔnni-hũ ˦.˦.˩ mɔnni ˦˩.˩ 

H 

‘short’ hɔ̃ː ti-hũ ˦.˦.˩ hɔ̃ː ti ˦.˧ 

‘full’ pɛki-mɛ ˦.˥.˩ pɛki ˦.˥ 

‘pregnant’ puo-mɛ ˥.˩ puoni ˦.˥ 

S 

‘small’ hɛt̃i-hũ ˦.˥.˩ hɛt̃i ˦.˧ 

‘wide’ pɛki-mɛ ˧.˩.˩ pɛki ˧.˩ 

‘hot’ tonni-mɛ ˧˩.˩.˩ tonni ˧˩.˩ 

ML 

‘white’ pien-ɔ ˧˩.˩ pieni ˧˩.˩ 

‘resembles’ dɔnni-mɛ ˧˩.˧.˩ dɔnni ˧˩.˧ MLM 

‘equal’ maŋki-mɛ ˧˩.˧.˩ maŋki ˧˩.˧ 

‘different’ kenni-mɛ ˧.˦.˩ kieni ˧.˦ 

‘straight’ tati-mɛ ˧.˦.˩ taddi ˧.˦ 

MH 

‘dry’ wuo-mɛ ˧˦.˩ wuoni ˧.˦ 

While some nominalized stative verbs do not differ tonally from the stative verbs from which they 
are derived, others seem to have shed what could be a tonal affix. In the examples ‘dumb’, ‘short’ and 
‘small’, the nouns seem to have shed a mid-toned verb suffix. Likewise, in the examples ‘heavy’ and 
‘red’, the nouns may represent the verb root tone minus one or more low-toned verb suffixes. If this 
analysis is correct, it could be that all or many stative verbs have tonal affixes, similar to dynamic 
verbs, but these affixes are not obvious when they are identical to and merge with the melody of the 
stem. Regarding the nominalized stative verbs showing the melodies MLM and MH, it is possible that 
either the verb roots have complex melodies, or that these nouns retain the tonal affixes on the verb (as 
is suggested to be the case concerning dynamic verbs above). 
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4.2 Compounds 

4.2.1 Noun-noun compounds 

Most noun-noun compounds retain the tone melodies of their component noun roots. 
The most significant alternation is that of /L/ noun roots, which in the leftmost position of a 

compound noun are realized ML (see ‘cow hut’, ‘herd of sheep’, ‘abscess’, and ‘guinea fowl egg’ 
below). 

In addition, syllabification affects the surface tone of noun-noun compounds in the following ways: 
When a /M/ noun root is the first root in a compound noun and a vowel is epenthesized between the 

/M/ noun root and a following /L/ noun root, the epenthesized vowel is low-toned (compare ‘wild 
guinea fowl’ with ‘rainbow’ below). 

When an ML or LH melody noun root is the first root of a compound noun and is reduced to a 
short open syllable, only the first component of the melody surfaces. So an ML melody surfaces as M 
(see ‘soap dish’, ‘tree flower’ and ‘tree root’ below), and an LH melody surfaces as ML (see ‘half-sack’ 
below) - which is how L is realized in the position of the first root of a compound noun. Of interest is 
that one would expect the L of the underlying ML melody to float and therefore cause downstep – but 
this does not  happen. This may suggest either that non-automatic downstep does not generally occur in 
Mbelime, or that surface ML melody noun roots have a different underlying form. 

The table of examples below is organized first by the tone melody of the first noun root, and then 
by the tone melody of the second noun root. 

Table 10: Noun-noun compounds 

Root1 Melody Root2 Melody 
Compound Stem 
Surface Melody 

Gloss Compound 

‘cow’ L ‘hut’ ML.L ‘cow hut’ di naː-cuː-de 

‘sheep’ M ‘herd’ ML.M ‘herd of sheep’ u sɔː-pak-u 

M.L.H.S.7 ‘abscess’ di hini-nɔti-de 
‘blood’ S ‘sore’ 

M.L.S ‘abscesses’ a hini-nuɔt-ɛ 

L 

‘guinea fowl’ ML ‘egg’ ML.ML ‘guinea fowl egg’ di haŋ-hen-de 

‘wood’ ‘stump’ M.L ‘stump’ di dɔ-kud-de 

‘mountain’ 
L 

‘guinea fowl’ M.L.L ‘wild guinea fowl’ fɛ tɛdi-ham-fɛ 

‘arm’ M ‘midpoint’ M.M.M ‘elbow’ kɛ baka-n-tuo-kɛ 

‘rain’ H ‘knife’ M.M.H ‘rainbow’ kɛ tɛɖi-do:-kɛ 

‘fire’ S ‘jug’ M.M.S ‘bike light’ kɛ ɖaki-deŋ-kɛ 

‘duck’ ML ‘egg’ M.ML ‘duck egg’ di je-hen-de 

M 

‘goat’ LH ‘bag’ M.LH ‘goatskin bag’ di bo-kɔd-de 

H ‘well’ H ‘calabash’ H.H ‘dipper’ kɛ miŋ-waŋ-kɛ 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                           
7 See section 3.4 for details on transcriptions of the S melody realized across disyllabic roots. 
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‘forest’ ‘cow’ S.L ‘water buffalo’? fɛ k͡pa-naː-fɛ 

‘cadaver’ 
L 

‘hole’ H.S.L ‘grave hole’ u hiɖi-huɔt-u 

‘shirt’ M ‘arm’ H.S.M. ‘long-sleeved shirt’ u toku-bak-u 

‘chicken’ H ‘small hut’ H.S.H.L ‘chicken coop’ di kodi-pibi-de 

‘comb’ S ‘boundary’ H.S ‘mushroom’ di cɛ-hɔd̃-de 

‘sauce’ ‘leaf’ S.ML 
‘kind of leafy 

green’ 
ti hu-ŋa:-te 

‘chicken’ ‘egg’ H.S.ML ‘chicken egg’ di koɖi-hen-de 

‘mosquito’ ‘room’ S.ML. ‘mosquito net’ u be-die-hũ 

S 

‘matchbox’ 

ML 

‘arrow’ S.ML ‘matchstick’ u tɛ-piɛn-u 

‘white’ L ‘mango’ ML.L ‘mango tree’ u pien-cam-bu 

‘granary’ ‘corn husk’ ML.H ‘granary cover’ u bɔː-daː-hũ 

‘soap’ 
H 

‘calabash’ M.H ‘soap dish’ kɛ ce-waŋ-kɛ 

‘tree’ S ‘flower’ M.S ‘tree flower’ u te-puɔ-hũ 

‘drink’ ‘ladle’ ML.M.L ‘drink ladle’ di daː-peti-de 

‘local sorrel’ ‘leaf’ ML.ML ‘local sorrel leaf’ u kɔŋhã:-hũ 

 
ML 

‘tree’ 

ML 

‘root’ M.ML ‘tree root’ u te-kiɛn-u 

‘bird’ ‘body hair’ L.H.L.L ‘feather’ u nɔɖi-heɖi-hũ 

‘hole in wall’ 
L 

‘mouth’ L.H.L ‘entrance’ di boti-nuɔ-de LH 

‘sack’ S ‘piece’ ML.S ‘half-sack’ di kɔ-ked-de 

4.2.2 Noun-stative verb compounds 

In compound nouns, stative verbs are placed between the noun stem they are qualifying and the noun 
class suffix. Most of the time, these stative verbs within compounds attest the surface melodies of their 
simple nominalized forms (section 4.1.2). Processes that occur in these forms are low-tone spreading, 
“MHMH downstep”, and S melody “upstep”8 or dissimilation. 

We begin with low-tone spreading. When the root to the immediate left of the stative verb is /L/ 
(recall that this is realized ML in the position of the leftmost root of the compound) or /ML/, low tone 
spreading occurs onto an S melody stative verb followed by a high noun class suffix. 

                                           
8 Regarding both “MHMH downstep” and S melody “upstep”, further research is needed to determine whether these 
are actually the appropriate terms to describe how the underlying forms are realized. I am merely using these terms to refer 
to the superficial appearance of lowering and raising that occurs in these situations. 
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(23) Low tone spreading onto S melody stative verb in compound noun with high suffix 
Nominalized stative verb Compound noun with stative verb 

  ��                �  �    �� ��   �     �  �    �� 

 u hɛt̃i-hũ si  dɔ-hɛt̃i-si 
 CL10 be.small-CL10 CL8 hand-be.small-CL8 
 ‘smallness’ ‘small hands’ 

This looks like the same low tone spreading onto S melody morphemes that occurs from subject to 
verb, and optionally for some speakers from verb to object, when the object noun has no preposed class 
marker due to negation (see Melick 2012 for analysis of low tone spreading in verbs). In all cases of 
this kind of low spreading that I am aware of, the final syllable – either a noun class suffix or an 
aspectual verb suffix - of the word which contains the S melody morpheme is realized super high. In 
other words, the L spreading stops short of the final syllable of the word in which it is occurring, and 
that final syllable is some kind of suffix, and that suffix is realized super high. 

However, when the same compound noun stem has a low suffix, this spreading does not occur (but 
see ‘knowing the moment’ in Table 12 for an example of a nominalized dynamic verb that is susceptible 
to this spreading even in the context of a noun with a low suffix).  

(24) No low tone spreading onto S melody stative verb in compound noun with low suffix 

  �  � �     �  �    �� 

 kɛ  dɔ-hɛt̃i-kɛ 
 CL7 hand-be.small-CL7 
 ‘small hand’ 

Furthermore, for some reason, the low tone spreading in (23) occurs on S melody verb roots, but 
not on S melody noun roots (i.e. ‘abscess’ in Table 10) – this may indicate that either the ‘S melodies’ 
actually differ in composition, or that there is some kind of boundary tone between noun roots in 
compounds, or that somehow the grammar of compounds with verbs is different and affects 
phonological constraints in the language. 

Another phenomenon revealed by compound nouns with stative verbs (which cannot be compared 
with noun-noun compounds because there are no examples of /H/-/M/ noun-noun compounds in my 
corpus of data) is what I will refer to as MHMH downstep – that is, successive sequences of MH 
realized in a downward terracing pattern with each sequence lower than the one before it. Compare the 
singular and plural forms below. 

(25) MHMH downstep in compound noun 
Singular    Plural 

  �  �           �      �       �� ��   �      �       �� 

 /M/ /H/-/M/-/L/ /M/ /H/-/M/-/H/ 
 kɛ  paː-pɛ̃ː -kɛ si  pa:-pɛ:̃-si 
 cl7 fish-thin-cl7 cl8 fish-thin-cl8 
 ‘thin fish’ ‘thin fish (pl)’ 

When the compound noun stem ‘thin fish’ is not preceded by a mid tone, the mid tone of the 
morpheme ‘thin’ and the high noun class suffix are not downstepped relative to the high tone of the 
morpheme ‘fish’. 
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(26) No MH downstep 

  �  �      �      �    �   �� 

 /H/-/M/-/H/ /H/ /M/ 

 paː-pɛ̃ː -si  hã  bo 
 fish-thin-CL8 NEG be 
 ‘There is no thin fish.’  

(27) No MH downstep 

  �  �   �    
   �       �     �� 

 /L/ /H/ /L/ /H/-/M/-/H/ 

 nɛ hã nɔ paː-pɛ̃ː -si 
 that NEG be fish-thin-CL8 
 ‘That is not a thin fish.’ 

So it seems that this downstep effect is only achieved when there are two consecutive adjacent MH 
sequences. 

This phenomenon also occurs when there are MH sequences across word boundaries. 

(28) MHMH downstep across word boundaries 

  ��  � �         �� 

 /M/ /H/ /M/-/H/ 
 a ho buo-si 
 2sg assoc goat-CL8 
 ‘your goats’ 

Could adjacent MH sequences be a violation of the OCP? 

The final important process observed in compound nouns with stative verbs is S melody “upstep” 
or dissimilation. When both the noun root and stative verb of a compound noun are S melody 
morphemes (there are no examples of noun-noun compounds with the same melody combination in my 
corpus of data, although presumably the same effect would occur), the stative verb is realized at a 
higher pitch than the noun root. The noun root is in this case realized at a high height, while the 
adjective is realized at a super high height (see ‘small ant’ in Table 11 below). Furthermore, when the 
compound noun has a high suffix, the suffix is upstepped relative to the stative verb (see ‘small ants’ in 
Table 11 below) (keeping with the behavior of simple nouns; see section 3.1 and Table 3). 

When looking at the stative verb, it seems to be upstepped relative to the noun root. On the other 
hand, the noun root seems to be realized lower than the adjective as a result of dissimilation. In any 
case, adjacent S melody morphemes are rarely realized at the same surface height. This seems to 
indicate that S melody morphemes do not merge. 

Below is a table with paradigms summarizing the basic noun-stative verb compound surface 
melodies. 
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Table 11: Surface melodies on noun-stative verb compound nouns9 

Noun Root Stative 
Verb 

Noun 
Class 
Suffix L - ‘hand’ M - ‘goat’ H - ‘fish’ S - ‘ant’ ML - ‘squirrel’ LH - ‘fog’ 

L ������ 

kɛ dɔː-paŋ-kɛ 

������ 

kɛ bo-paŋ-kɛ 

������ 

kɛ paː-paŋ-kɛ 

������ 

kɛ mɛ-pan-kɛ 

������ 

kɛ kɔː-paŋ-kɛ 

��	

� 

kɛ pãː-paŋ-kɛ L 
‘new’ 

H ������ 

si dɔ-pan-si 

������ 

si bo-pan-si 

������ 

si paː-pan-si 

������ 

si mɛ-pan-si 

������ 

si kɔː-pan-si 

��	
�� 

si-pãː-pan-si 

L ����
� 

kɛ dɔː-pɛ̃ː -kɛ 

������ 

kɛ bo-pɛ̃ː -kɛ 

������ 

kɛ paː-pɛ̃ː -kɛ 

������ 

kɛ mɛ-pɛ:̃-kɛ 

����
� 

kɛ kɔː-pɛ:̃-kɛ 

����
� 

kɛ paː-pɛ:̃-kɛ M 
‘thin’ 

H ������ 

si dɔː-pɛ̃ː -si 

������ 

si-bo-pɛ̃ː -si 

������ 

si paː-pɛ̃ː -si 

������ 

si mɛ-pɛ̃ː -si 

������ 

si kɔː-pɛ̃ː -si 

������ 

si-pãː-pɛ̃ː -si 

L ������� 

kɛ dɔː-buosi-kɛ 

������� 

kɛ bo-buosi-kɛ 

������� 

kɛ paː-buosi-kɛ  

������� 

kɛ mɛ-buosi-kɛ 

������� 

kɛ kɔː-buosi-kɛ 

������� 

kɛ pãː-buosi-kɛ H 
‘wet’ 

H ������� 

si dɔː-buosi-si 

������� 

si bo-buosi-si 

������� 

si-paː-buosi-si 

������� 

si mɛ-buosi-si 

������� 

si kɔː-buosi-si 

������� 

si pãː-buosi-si 

L �����
� 

kɛ dɔ-hɛt̃i-kɛ 

������� 

kɛ bo-hɛt̃i-kɛ 

������� 

kɛ paː-hɛt̃i-kɛ 

������� 

kɛ mɛ-hɛt̃i-kɛ 

�����
� 

kɛ kɔː-hɛt̃i-kɛ 

��	��
� 

kɛ paː-hɛt̃i-kɛ S 
‘small’ 

H ������� 

si dɔ-hɛt̃i-si 

������� 

si bo-hɛt̃i-si 

������� 

si pa:-hɛt̃i-si 

������� 

si mɛ-hɛt̃i-si 

������� 

si kɔː-hɛtĩ-si 

������� 

si pãː-hɛt̃i-si 

The contrast between ‘small fish’ and ‘small ant’ is neutralized because of the upstepping manner 
in which S melody morphemes are realized. 

The contrast between ‘small hand’ and ‘small squirrel’ is also neutralized, due to /L/ noun roots 
being realized ML in the position of the leftmost root of the compound (section 4.2.1) 

Note that the MHMH downstep phenomenon that occurs in the high-suffixed form of ‘thin fish’ 
does not result in the same surface tone realization as that of the high-suffixed form of ‘new fish’ – in 
the MHMH sequence, the second mid tone is realized lower than the first mid tone but not as low as a 
low tone in the same context. 

                                           
9 The contour tones in the singular and plural forms of 'thin squirrel' and 'thin fish' are represented longer than in the 
other examples in order to show their height relative to the other tones within their respective transcriptions -  due to the 
limitations of the font, they are not to scale with the other examples in the table. 
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4.2.3 Noun-dynamic verb compounds 

Noun-dynamic verb compounds behave in the same way as noun-stative verb compounds, except that 
the surface realizations of the verb roots are not as predictable – that is, the verb roots in these 
compounds do not always have the same surface tone realizations as their simple nominalized verb 
forms. 

Examples are shown in the table below. 

Table 12: Surface melodies on noun-dynamic verb compounds 

Noun Root 
Underlying 
Melody 

Simple 
Nominalized 

Verb 
Surface 
Melody 

Verb Neutral 
Surface Melody 

Verb Surface 
Melody in 

Compound Noun 
Compound 

Compound 
Stem 

Surface 
Melody 

Gloss 

L 
‘grain’ 

HL 
S 

‘harvest’ 
nominal di jo-lansi-de ML.M.L.L ‘harvest’ 

L 
‘grain’ 

HM 
‘thresh’ 

nominal di jo-ku:-de ML.L ‘millet beating’ 

M 
‘fire’ 

L 
L 

‘light up’ 
nominal/neutral di daki-ton-de M.M.L.L ‘motorbike light’ 

H 
‘water’ 

L/MLM 
MLM 

‘wash oneself’ 
nominal kɛ di-sodi-kɛ S.L.L.L ‘shower’ 

M 
‘maize 
porridge, 
similar to 
polenta’ 

M 
‘eat’ 

nominal/neutral kɛ cɛ-deː-kɛ M.M.L ‘spoon’ 

L 
‘yam’ 

M 

M 
‘eat’ 

nominal/neutral di nɔ-deːn-de ML.M.L 
‘day of the new 

yams’ 

M 
‘pate’ 

H 
‘eat pate w/o 

sauce’ 
imperfective di cɛ-wĩ-de M.ML.L ‘pate w/o sauce’ 

ML 
‘hair’ 

MH 
‘attach’ 

nominal/neutral bɛ ju-bo:m-bɛ M.MH.L ‘hairdressers’ 

M 
‘clay’ 

MH 

MH 
‘build’ 

reduced 
nominal/neutral 

u jaki-maːɖ-ɔ M.M.M.L ‘potter’ 

ML 
‘honey’ 

H 
‘collect honey’ 

nominal u ce-cɔ:s-ɔ M.ML ‘honey collector’ 

L 
‘mat’ 

ML 
MH 

‘weave’ 
root? u bɛ-duoh-ɔ ̃ ML.L.L ‘mat-maker’ 

ML 
‘millet 
beer’ 

MLL 
ML 
‘sell’ 

nominal/neutral u ɖa-kuɔs-ɔ ML.ML.L ‘drink vendor’ 

L 
‘village’ 

MLL/MLM 
ML 

‘peek’ 
root?/perfective di ten-doki-de M.L.L.L ‘town’ 

L 
‘house’ 

L 
‘fly’ 

reduced nominal/ 
imperfective 

u cuː-pusi-hũ ML.M.L.L ‘airplane’ 

L 
‘hand’ 

MLM MLM 
‘weigh/pull 

down’ 

reduced 
nominal/neutral 

di dɛ-jɔn-de ML.M.L ‘wrist’ 
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L 
‘person’ 

H 
‘kill’ 

neutral u niti-puo M.L.HL ‘murderer’ 

L 
‘moment’ 

S 
‘know’ 

nominal/neutral kɛ bon-jãːti-kɛ ML.L.S.L 
‘knowing the 
moment’ 

M 
‘rain’ 

S 

S 
‘open eyes’ 

root? di tɛɖi-hoːnti-de M.M.H.L.L ‘first rains’ 

4.3 Word-internal reduplication 

4.3.1 Reduplicated noun roots 

The small number of reduplicated noun stems in my corpus of data attest some of the same melodies as 
simple noun stems: L, M, H, S. They also seem to attest some complex melodies not found in simple 
noun stems: LHL, LS, LHH. 

Table 13: Tone melodies on reduplicated noun stems 

Tentative 
Underlying 
Melody 

Example Surface Melody Gloss 

L ɲ jaɲjam-mɛ 
������ 

‘suffering’ 

M di dandan-de 
������ 

‘promise’ 

H m mɔmmɔm-mɛ 
������ 

‘truth’ 

S di tatad-de 
������ 

‘stone’ 

S.L ti peŋpen-te 
������ 

‘fishing lines’ 

L.HL ti caɲcan-te 
����
� 

‘spiderweb’ 

LH.H u pempie-hũ 
��	�
� 

‘butterfly’ 

L.S ti bombon-te 
����
� 

‘string 
instruments’ 

The only noun which also has meaning as a simple stem is ‘stone’, which according to language 
consultants means the same thing as its reduplicated form. 

4.3.2 Reduplicated nominalized verb roots 

Reduplicated nominalized verb roots attest some melodies which are common to noun roots: L, M and S 
and LH. They also attest some complex surface melodies which are not found on simple noun stems: 
MML, MLL, MHM, LLH, and LS. However, LS is also found on two reduplicated noun stems. 
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Table 14: Tone melodies on reduplicated noun stems derived from verbs 

Gloss Noun Noun Surface 
Melody 

Tentative 
Underlying 
Melody 

Verb Verb Surface 
Melody - 

NTR/PF/IPF 

‘herbalist’ u tantaːn-ɔ 

������ 

L ‘care for’ MLM/LML/ML 

‘plowing’ ti hɛh̃ɛ-̃te 

������ 

‘plow’ H/HL/ML 

‘runner’ u tentenim-ɔ 

������� 

M 

‘run’ MM/HHL/MLL 

‘tin roof’ ti mamaː-te 

������ 

S ‘forge’ HS/HSL/HS 

‘walker’ u sensemm-ɔ 

������ 

M-ML ‘walk’ MLM/L/MLL 

‘sleeping’ n dɔndɔm-mu 

������ 

ML-L ‘sleep’ H/HL/H 

‘weeding’ ti hɔhɔ-te 

����
� 

LH ‘weed’ MLL/LML/ 
MLM 

‘weeding’ ti kɔkɔki-te 

�����
� 

L-LH ‘weed’ MLM/L/MLM 

‘woodpecker’ kɛ koːtikoː-kɛ 

������� 

MH-M ‘hit’ MH/HL/MH 

‘lungs’ ti fufuku-te 

�����
� 

L-S ‘blow’ MLM/L/MLM 

5. Tone in noun phrases 
This section describes the tonal behavior that I have observed in the noun phrase, and which may be 
useful to those attempting further analysis of the Mbelime tone system. 

5.1 Morphosyntactic structure of the noun phrase 

The Mbelime noun phrase can include demonstratives, possessives, quantifiers, adjectives, stative verbs, 
and relative clauses. One demonstrative and all possessives precede the noun stem, replacing the 
preposed class marker. Adjectives, some quantifiers, and some stative verbs may be inserted between 
the noun root and noun class suffix to form compound nouns (see section 4.2). One adjective, some 
stative verbs, some demonstratives, some quantifiers, and relative clauses are placed after the noun. 

We now look at the tonal behavior in each of these parts of the noun phrase. 
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5.1.1 Demonstratives 

The demonstrative nɛ˧ ‘this’ precedes the noun, in the place of the preposed noun class marker. 

(29) di˧  cuː˩-de˩ 
CL3  house-CL3 
‘house’ 

(30) nɛ˧  cuː˩-de˩ 
DEM  house-CL3 
‘this house’ 

Note that the tone of the demonstrative is the same as that of the preposed noun class marker.  The 
question is whether the mid tone that begins both of these noun phrases is the underlying tone of the 
preposed noun class marker, the preposed noun class marker and the demonstrative, or neither of them – 
and in the latter case, whether it is a boundary tone, a default tone or something else. 

5.1.2 Possessives 

Possession is indicated by placing either the pronominal or nominal possessor before the noun, 
optionally followed by the “associative”10 marker ho˦. In all possessive constructions, the possessed 

noun never has a preposed class marker. 

(31) a˧ paː˦-si˦ 
2SG fish-CL8 
‘your fish(pl)’ 

(32) a˧ ho˦  paː˦-kɛ˩ 
2SG ASSOC  fish-CL7 
‘your fish’ 

(33) di˧ cuː˩-de˧ tuː˩-de˩ 
CL3 house-CL3 bean-CL3 
‘house’s bean’ 

Pronominal possessors always bear a mid tone, and a class suffix of the modifying noun that would 
usually bear a low tone bears a mid tone in this construction (examples (33) above and (34) below). 
Since low suffixes are realized as mid even when the associative marker is present, there must be a 
reason for this effect other than a floating associative marker tone. 

(34) kɛ˧ ciɛ˩-kɛ˧ ho˦ ciɛ˩-kɛ˩  
CL3 path-CL3 ASSOC path-CL3 
‘path’s path’ 

5.1.3 Quantifiers 
The quantifier fɛ˦˩ ‘all’ follows the noun it modifies. Similar to examples (33) and (34), a noun class 
suffix that would usually bear a low tone is realized with a mid tone here. 

(35) ti˧ soː˩-te˧   fɛ˦˩ 
CL10 trumpet-CL10  all 
‘all the trumpets’ 

 Numbers follow the noun, and show noun class agreement. Haplology can occur, where one of 
the class markers is deleted (Neukom 2005:64). When haplology does not occur, and a low-toned noun 
class suffix is not deleted, that suffix is realized with a low tone (in contrast with (33)-(35)). 

                                           
10  Following Neukom 2005:59 
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(36) ti˧ soː˩(-te˩)  ti˧-n˩-taː˧te˧ 
CL10 trumpet(-CL10) CL10-CN-three 
‘three trumpets’ 

5.1.4 Adjectives 

Neukom (2005:78) has identified only a handful of true adjectives, which form compound nouns with 
the nouns that they modify. The adjective ‘other’ can also follow the noun and agree in class. In this 
construction, the noun class suffix is realized low (rather than mid, as in (33)-(35)). 

(37) fɛ˧ sɔ˩-fɛ˩   tuɔ˧-fɛ˩ 
CL5 sheep-CL5 other-CL5 
‘other sheep’ 

5.1.5 Stative verbs 

As modifiers, stative verbs can either be integrated into compound nouns (see section 4.2.2), or follow 
the noun and agree in class. (The latter construction is not as frequently employed, although it is not 
uncommon to use it in response to a ‘which _____?’ question.) They differ from adjectives in that they 
can also be predicates. 

As in examples (33)-(35), a class suffix that would bear a low tone elsewhere is realized with a mid 
tone here. 

(38) fɛ˧ sɔ˩-fɛ˧   mɔn˦ni˦-fɛ˩ 
CL5 sheep-CL5 be.red-CL5 
‘red sheep’ 

 More than one stative verb can modify a noun in the same phrase. Note that only the final noun 
class suffix is realized with a low tone. 

(39) ti˧ soː˩-te˧  pan˩-te˧ sɔ˩-te˩ 
CL10 trumpet-CL10 be.new-CL10 be.black-CL10 
‘new black trumpets’ 

It is also possible to have multiple modifiers within a compound noun. 

(40) di˧ naː˧˩-cu˩-pan˩-sɔː˩-de˩ 
CL3 cow-house-new-black-CL3 
‘new black cow house’ 

5.1.6 Relative clauses 

Relative clauses modifying nouns have two basic different structures, according to whether the 
antecedent is the subject or the object of the relative clause. In the former case, similar to example (36), 
haplology often occurs in this construction (Neukom 2005:224). In fact, this phrase structure looks 
identical to that which is used for numeral modifiers, and a usually low noun class marker which is not 
deleted in this construction is realized low (rather than mid, as in (33)-(35) and (38)). Perhaps numeral 
modifiers are actually relative clauses. 

(41) kɛ˧-paː˦(-kɛ˩)  kɛ˧ n˩ buo˥ 
CL7-fish-CL7  CL7 REL look:IPF 
‘the fish that is looking’ 

5.1.7 Residue 

Of particular interest is the question regarding the nature of the underlying melodies of the noun class 
suffixes and agreement markers. Classes 6, 8, 11 and 13 have consistently high-toned suffixes. It is the 
low-toned suffixes that show alternations. Low-toned suffixes are realized as mid when found in the 
middle of associative constructions, and when a noun is followed by a modifying stative verb, quantifier 
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or relative clause. Meanwhile, the preposed class markers, the preposed demonstrative, and the 
pronominal possessors are all realized with a mid tone. Furthermore, a normally low-toned noun root is 
realized with a mid-falling tone when it is the leftmost root within a compound noun (see section 4.2.1). 

It could be that there is some relationship between a mid tone and the beginning of a noun 
phrase constituent. At the same time, there could exist some phonological markedness constraint that 
disprefers low-toned non-lexical items internal to the noun phrase. Alternatively, it could be that low-
toned noun class suffixes are actually toneless, and are realized with a default low tone unless otherwise 
assigned (by, for instance, a mid tone that marks the beginning of a noun phrase constituent). It would 
then have to be explained why the noun class suffixes in examples (36)-(37) and (41) are not affected – 
perhaps it is because they are adjuncts? One final possible explanation is that what I have been referring 
to as “preposed class markers” are actually prefixes with underlying mid tones, and that even when they 
are deleted segmentally, a floating mid tone remains, which can be assigned to non-lexical items or  
toneless suffixes. 
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6. Appendix A: Word List 
Abbreviations: 

PCM – preposed class markers 

s – simple stem 

ndv – nominalized dynamic verb 

nsv – nominalized stative verb 

cp – compound 

r – reduplicated stem 
 
 
The word list below exhibits one hundred examples of Mbelime nouns. 

 

Table 15: Examples of Mbelime nouns 

Stem 
Type 

Tentative 
Underlying 
Melody 

Class Stem Shape Gloss PCM Noun Stem 
Surface 
Melody 

s L 5 CV mouse fɛ ti-fɛ 
����� 

s L 13 CV life m fo-mu 
����� 

s L 7 CVV foot kɛ nɔː-kɛ 
����� 

s L 1 CVVC person u niːt-ɔ 
����� 

s L 11 CVVC sun u wien-u 
����� 

s L 5 CVN eye fɛ nɔm-fɛ 
����� 

s L 8 CVN meats si nin-si 
����� 

s L 3 CVC stump di kud-de 
����� 
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s L 9 CVCV body hair u heɖi-hũ 
������ 

s L 13 CVCV manure m kuɖi-mu 
������ 

s L 13 CVNCV leprosy m kɔnti-mu 
������ 

s L 3 CVNCV rock/laterite di k͡pɛnti-de 
������ 

s M 5 CV snake fɛ sɛ-fɛ 
����� 

s M 13 CV evening m jɔ-mu 
����� 

s M 3 CVV day di daː-de 
����� 

s M 13 CVV air m jaː-mu 
����� 

s M 11 CVVC blood vessel u jãːt-u 
����� 

s M 7 CVN animal kɛ waŋ-kɛ 
����� 

s M 8 CVN things si nin-si 
����� 

s M 3 CVC mountain di tad-de 
����� 

s M 11 CVC fire u dak-u 
����� 

s M 3 CVCV breast di besi-de 
������ 
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s M 3 CVNCV heavy hammer di seŋki-de 
������ 

s M 8 CVNCV whippoorwill si lanti-si 
������ 

s H 10 CV brain ti bɔ-te 
����� 

s H 14 CVV water m niː-mɛ 
����� 

s H 8 CVV partridges si paː-si 
����� 

s H 3 CVN tongue di dɛn-de 
����� 

s H 7 CVN calabash kɛ waŋ-kɛ 
����� 

s H 8 CVN straw roofs si pin-si 
����� 

s H 6 CVNC strength i baŋk-i 
����� 

s H 3 CVC place di bod-de 
����� 

s H 10 CVCV dirt (bodily) ti jɔki-te 
������ 

s H 5 CVCV navel fɛ suɖi-fɛ 
������ 

s H 13 CVCV fine sand m biɖi-mu 
������ 

s H 12 CVNCV palm tree u ponti-bu 
������ 
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s H 8 CVNCV small palm trees si ponti-si 
������ 

s S 5 CV flea fɛ bɛ-fɛ 
����� 

s S 10 CVV grass ti muɔ-te 
����� 

s S 3 CVV bone di hɔ̃ː -de 
����� 

s S 8 CVV okra si nuɔ-si 
����� 

s S 11 CVVC spine u cuɔn-u 
����� 

s S 10 CVN sauce ti hũn-te 
����� 

s S 3 CVN knee di nun-de 
����� 

s S 3 CVC rock di tad-de 
����� 

s S 9 CVCV tree bark u wɛki-hũ 
������ 

s S 13 CVCV cold m sɛɖi-mu 
������ 

s ML 12 CVV tree u tie-bu 
����� 

s ML 11 CVVC root u kiɛn-u 
����� 

s ML 3 CVN egg di hen-de 
����� 
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s ML 9 CVN local sorrel u kɔŋ-hũ 
����� 

s ML 8 CVN sparrowhawks si kiŋ-si 
����� 

s ML 3 CVC 
fruit of the 
baobab di tod-de 

����� 

s ML 7 CVVN fly kɛ suɔŋ-kɛ 
����� 

s ML 14 CVCV thorn m poɖi-mɛ 
������ 

s LH 7 CVV last-born kɛ jãː-kɛ 
��	
� 

s LH 8 CVV fogs si pãː-si 
��	�� 

s LH 3 CVN 
a kind of local 

nut di pin-de 
��	
� 

s LH 3 CVC sack di kɔd-de 
��	
� 

s LH 7 CVCV bird kɛ nɔni-kɛ 
����
� 

s LH 3 CVNCV glass bottle di deŋki-de 
����
� 

ndv L 14 CVN lighting up m tom-mɛ 
����� 

ndv L 14 CVCV going out m dedi-mɛ 
������ 

ndv M 14 CVV eating m deː-mɛ 
����� 
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ndv H 3 CVV bed di dɔː-de 
����� 

ndv HH 10 CVCV laugh ti dasi-te 
������ 

ndv HL 14 CVVCV roughcasting m biːti-mɛ 
������ 

ndv HL 5 CVCVCV question fɛ bekisi-fɛ 
������� 

ndv S 14 CVVCV sweeping m fɛːti-mɛ 
������ 

ndv ML 3 CVVCV sacrifice di juɔsi-de 
������ 

ndv MLM 14 CVV crushing m naːm-mɛ 
���	
� 

ndv MLM 14 CVVCV request m cuɔhĩ-mɛ 
������ 

ndv LH 3 CVC seat di hãd-de 
��	
� 

ndv MH 14 CVN judging m buːm-mɛ 
����� 

ndv MH 14 CVVCV giving birth m peːti-mɛ 
������ 

nsv L 10 CVV dumbness ti diɛ-te 
����� 

nsv M 9 CVV thinness u pɛ̃ː -hũ 
����� 

nsv H 9 CVCV heaviness u kusi-hũ 
������ 
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nsv S 9 CVCV smallness u hɛt̃i-hũ 
������ 

nsv ML 14 CVNNV hotness m tonni-mɛ 
������ 

nsv MLM 14 CVNNV resemblance m dɔnni-mɛ 
������ 

nsv MH 14 CVCV straightness m tati-mɛ 
������ 

cp L-L 3 CVVCVV cow hut di naː-cuː-de 
������ 

cp M-L 5 CVCVCVN wild guinea fowl fɛ tɛdi-ham-fɛ 
������� 

cp M-H 7 CVCVCVV rainbow kɛ tɛɖi-doː-kɛ 
������� 

cp H-H 7 CVNCVN well dipper kɛ miŋ-waŋ-kɛ 
������ 

cp S-S 3 CVCVC mushroom di cɛ-hɔd̃-de 
������ 

cp S-H 3 CVCVCVCV chicken coop di kodi-pibi-de 
�������� 

cp ML-ML 9 CVNCVV local sorrel leaf u kɔŋhã:-hũ 
���
� 

cp ML-S 9 CVCVV tree flower u te-puɔ-hũ 
������ 

cp LH-L 9 CVCVCVCV feather u nɔɖi-heɖi-hũ 
����


� 

cp LH-S 3 CVCVC half sack di kɔ-ked-de 
������ 
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r L 14 CVNCVN suffering m jaɲjam-mɛ 
������ 

r M 3 CVNCVN promise di dandan-de 
������ 

r H 14 CVNCVN truth m 
mɔmmɔm-

mɛ ������ 

r S 3 CVCVC stone di tatad-de 
������ 

r ? 10 CVNCVN fishing lines ti peŋpen-te 
������ 

r ? 10 CVNCVN spider web ti caɲcan-te 
����
� 

r ? 9 CVVNCVV butterfly u pempie-hũ 
��	�
� 

r ? 10 CVNCVN string instruments ti bombon-te 
����
� 
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7. Appendix B: Phrase Paradigms 
Phrasal frames preceding the noun: 
Left L Frame: nɛ˩ hã˦ nɔ˩ _______ 
 it NEG be (noun X) 
 ‘That is not X.’ 
 
Left M Frame: a˧ _______ 
 2SG (noun X) 
 ‘your X’ 
 
Left H Frame: a˧ ho˦ _______ 
    2SG ASSOC (noun X) 
 ‘your X’ 
 
Left S Frame: a˧ hã˦  buo˥  ________ 
 2SG NEG look:IPF (noun X) 
 ‘You are not looking at X.’ 

Phrasal frames following the noun: 
Right L Frame: _________ tɛn˩nɛ˧ 
 (noun X) that 
   ‘that X’ 
 
Right M Frame: _________ bo˧ 
 (noun X) is 
 ‘There is X.’ 
 
Right H Frame: _________ hɛ̃˦  bo˧ 
 (noun X) NEG is 
 ‘There is no X.’ 
 
Right S Frame: _________ buo˥ 
 (noun X) look:IPF 
 ‘X is looking.’ 
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Table 16: Left L frame 

Tentative 
Underlying 
Melody of 

Noun 

L Frame + Class 3 L suffix L Frame + Class 8 H suffix 

/L/ ���


� 

nɛ hã nɔ duɔ-kɛ 
‘that is not a hand’ 

���

�� 

nɛ hã nɔ duɔ-si 
‘those are not hands’ 

/M/ ���
��� 

nɛ hã nɔ buo-kɛ 
‘that is not a goat’ 

���
��� 

nɛ hã nɔ buo-si 
‘those are not goats’ 

/H/ ���
��� 

nɛ hã nɔ paː-kɛ   
‘that is not a fish’ 

���
��� 

nɛ hã nɔ paː-si 
‘those are not fish’ 

/S/ ���
�
� 

nɛ hã nɔ miɛ-kɛ 
‘that is not an ant’ 

���
��� 

nɛ hã nɔ miɛ-si 
‘those are not ants’ 

/ML/ ���
��� 

nɛ hã nɔ kɔː-kɛ 
‘that is not a squirrel’ 

���
��� 

nɛ hã nɔ kɔ:-si 
‘those are not squirrels’ 

/LH/ ���
��� 

nɛ hã nɔ pãː-kɛ 
‘that is not a fog’ 

���
��� 

nɛ hã nɔ pã:-si 
‘those are not fogs’ 
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Table 17: Left M frame 

Tentative 
Underlying 
Melody 

L Frame + Class 3 L suffix L Frame + Class 8 H suffix 

/L/ ����� 

a duɔ-kɛ 
‘your hand’ 

����� 

a duɔ-si 
‘your hands’ 

/M/ ����� 

a buo-kɛ 
‘your goat’ 

����� 

a buo-si 
‘your goats 

/H/ ����� 

a paː-kɛ   
‘your fish’ 

����� 

a paː-si 
‘your fish’ 

/S/ ����� 

a miɛ-kɛ 
‘your ant’ 

����� 

a miɛ-si 
‘your ants’ 

/ML/ ����� 

a kɔ:-kɛ 
‘your squirrel’ 

����� 

a kɔ:-si 
‘your squirrels’ 

/LH/ ��	
� 

a paː̃-kɛ 
‘your fog’ 

��	�� 

a pã:-si 
‘your fogs’ 
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Table 18: Left H frame 

Tentative 
Underlying 
Melody 

H Frame + Class 3 L suffix H Frame + Class 8 H suffix 

/L/ ������ 

a ho duɔ-kɛ 
‘your hand’ 

������ 

a ho duɔ-si 
‘your hands’ 

/M/ ������ 

a ho buo-kɛ 
‘your goat’ 

������ 

a ho buo-si 
‘your goats’ 

/H/ ������ 

a ho paː-kɛ   
‘your fish’ 

������ 

a ho paː-si 
‘your fish’ 

/S/ ������ 

a ho miɛ-kɛ 
‘your ant’ 

������ 

a ho miɛ-si 
‘your ants’ 

/ML/ ������ 

a ho kɔː-kɛ 
‘your squirrel’ 

������ 

a ho kɔː-si 
‘your squirrels’ 

/LH/ ���	
� 

a ho paː̃-kɛ 
‘your fog’ 

���	�� 

a ho paː̃-si 
‘your fogs’ 
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Table 19: Left S frame 

Tentative 
Underlying 
Melody 

S Frame + Class 3 L suffix S Frame + Class 8 H suffix 

/L/ ������� 

a hã buo duɔ-kɛ 
‘you are not looking at the hand’ 

������� 

a hã buo duɔ-si 
‘you are not looking at hands’ 

/M/ ������� 

a hã buo buo-kɛ 
‘you are not looking at the goat’ 

������� 

a hã buo buo-si 
‘you are not looking at goats’ 

/H/ ������� 

a hã buo paː-kɛ   
‘you are not looking at the fish’ 

������� 

a hã buo pa:-si 
‘you are not looking at fish’ 

/S/ ������� 

a hã buo miɛ-kɛ 
‘you are not looking at the ant’ 

������� 

a hã buo miɛ-si 
‘you are not looking at ants’ 

/ML/ � ������ 

a hã buo kɔː-kɛ 
‘you are not looking at the squirrel’ 

������� 

a hã buo kɔ:-si 
‘you are not looking at squirrels’ 

/LH/ � ���	
� 

a hã buo paː̃-kɛ 
‘you are not looking at the mist’ 

� ���	�� 

a hã buo pã:-si 
‘you are not looking at mists’ 
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Table 20: Right L frame 

Tentative 
Underlying 
Melody 

Class 3 L suffix + L frame ‘that’ Class 8 H suffix + L frame ‘that’ 

/L/ ������� 

kɛ duɔ-kɛ tɛnnɛ 
‘that hand’ 

����
�� 

si duɔ-si tɛnnɛ 
‘those hands’ 

/M/ ������� 

kɛ buo-kɛ tɛnnɛ 
‘that goat’ 

������� 

si buo-si tɛnnɛ 
‘those goats’ 

/H/ ������� 

kɛ miɛ-kɛ tɛnnɛ 
‘that ant’ 

������� 

si miɛ-si tɛnnɛ 
‘those ants’ 

/S/ ������� 

kɛ paː-kɛ tɛnnɛ   
‘that fish’ 

������� 

si paː-si tɛnnɛ 
‘those fish’ 

/ML/ ������� 

kɛ kɔ:-kɛ tɛnnɛ 
‘that squirrel’ 

����
�� 

si-kɔ:-si tɛnnɛ 
‘those squirrels’ 

/LH/ ��	

�� 

kɛ paː̃-kɛ tɛnnɛ 
‘that fog’ 

��	�
�� 

si-pã:-si tɛnnɛ 
‘those mists’ 
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Table 21: Right M frame 

Tentative 
Underlying 
Melody 

Class 3 L suffix + M frame ‘exists’ Class 8 H suffix + M frame ‘exists’ 

/L/ ������ 

kɛ duɔ-kɛ bo 
‘There is a hand’ 

������ 

si duɔ-si bo 
‘There are hands’ 

/M/ ������ 

kɛ buo-kɛ bo 
‘There is a goat’ 

������ 

si buo-si bo 
‘There are goats’ 

/H/ ������ 

kɛ paː-kɛ bo 
‘There is a fish’ 

������ 

si pa:-si bo 
‘There are fish’ 

/S/ ������ 

kɛ miɛ-kɛ bo 
‘There is an ant’ 

������ 

si miɛ-si bo 
‘There are ants’ 

/ML/ ������ 

kɛ kɔː-kɛ bo 
‘There is a squirrel’ 

� ����� 

si kɔ:-si bo 
‘There are squirrels’ 

/LH/ ��	
�� 

kɛ paː̃-kɛ bo 
‘There is fog’ 

��	��� 

si pã:-si bo 
‘There are fogs’ 
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Table 22: Right H Frame 

Tentative 
Underlying 
Melody 

Class 3 L suffix + H frame ‘does not exist’ Class 8 H suffix + H frame ‘does not exist’ 

/L/ ������ 

duɔ-kɛ hɛ ̃bo 
‘There is no hand.’ 

������ 

duɔ-si hɛ ̃bo 
‘There are no hands.’ 

/M/ ������ 

buo-kɛ hɛ ̃bo 
‘There is no goat.’ 

������ 

buo-si hɛ ̃bo 
‘There are no goats.’ 

/H/ ������ 

paː-kɛ hɛ ̃bo 
‘There is no fish.’ 

������ 

pa:-si hɛ ̃bo 
‘There are no fish.’ 

/S/ ������ 

miɛ-kɛ hɛ ̃bo 
‘There is no ant.’ 

������ 

miɛ-si hɛ ̃bo 
‘There are no ants.’ 

/ML/ ������ 

kɔ:-kɛ hɛ ̃bo 
‘There is no squirrel.’ 

������ 

kɔ:-si hɛ ̃bo 
‘There are no squirrels.’ 

/LH/ ��
��� 

paː̃-kɛ hɛ ̃bo 
‘There is no fog.’ 

������ 

pã:-si hɛ ̃bo 
‘There are no fogs.’ 
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Table 23: Right S frame 

Tentative 
Underlying 
Melody 

Class 3 L suffix + S frame ‘is looking’ Class 8 H suffix + S frame ‘is looking’ 

/L/ ������ 

kɛ duɔ-kɛ buo 
‘hand is looking’ 

������ 

si duɔ-si buo 
‘hands are looking’ 

/M/ ������ 

kɛ buo-kɛ buo 
‘goat is looking’ 

� ����� 

si buo-si buo 
‘goats are looking’ 

/H/ ������ 

kɛ paː-kɛ buo 
‘fish is looking’ 

������ 

si pa:-si buo 
‘fish are looking’ 

/S/ ������ 

kɛ miɛ-kɛ buo 
‘ant is looking’ 

������ 

si miɛ-si buo 
‘ants are looking’ 

/ML/ ������ 

kɛ kɔː-kɛ buo 
‘squirrel is looking’ 

������ 

si-kɔ:-si buo 
‘squirrels are looking’ 

/LH/ ��	
�� 

kɛ paː̃-kɛ buo 
‘fog is looking’ 

��	��� 

si-pã:-si buo 
‘fogs are looking’ 
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